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Abstract 

This study has importance in terms of drawing attention to the alternative tourism opportunities of Ermenek, a small rural city in 
Turkey; giving idea to public institutions, organizations, tourism operators and entrepreneurs for using the districts alternative, 
existing and potential tourism opportunities more effectively; emphasizing the importance of this potentials contribution to the 
development of the rural area; and also providing suggestions for the development of alternative tourism opportunities. In this 
context, existing and potential tourism facilities of the district is determined by using case study research methods such as 
observation and examining academician opinions, documents, articles, books and written workshop reports analysis. Within this 
scope,  the current alternative tourism potential of the Ermenek destination was evaluated by making use of the data gained and in 
order to develop the areas economy, suggestions have been made for the progress of the districts alternative touristic products. 
Keywords: Rural Development, Tourism, Alternative Tourism, Ermenek 

1. Introduction 

Along with an increase in the demand of todays tourists for alternative tourism products apart from the sea-sand-sun 
trio, the increase of the touristic product diversity by the tourist destinations has now become a necessity. Alternative 
tourism is a reason for development in cities/countries and alternative tourism opportunities such as cultural heritage 
tourism, sports tourism, congress tourism, lake tourism, health tourism and faith tourism can be a reason for progress 
especially in countrysides. The Ermenek district is also a rural area in developing process in Turkey and offers a wide 
range of alternative tourism opportunities. 

2. Rural Development  

Rural development is the course of progressing the quality of life and economic well-being of people in countrysides, 
which are often relatively abstracted and straggly populated regions [1]. Where development is understood as 
permanent improvement of the population’s standards of living or welfare, advancement benefits rural population [2]. 
Countries need to take precise actions and make special policy choices and investments to enable rural people to catch 
the opportunities and deal with the risks that come with transformation treatments [3]. 

3. Tourism 

Many definitions of tourism have the same meaning. In order for an action to be considered as tourism in almost all 
tourism definitions; it is emphasized that the travel takes place outside the site of residence, that there is no intention of 
working and earning money, that the individual remains solely as a consumer and the trip does not return to a 
permanent stay. Considering these factors, tourism which is a branch of human and economic geography,can be defined 
as “travelling for various purposes to spend peoples remaining time outside of their basic occupation and a set of events 
and interactions that occur during the course of travel and temporary stay” [4]. Supply and demand related to tourism 
has been continuously increasing since the 1800s. In general, we can say that tourism activities occur in the form of 
mass tourism. However, since the 1980s, we see that alternative tourism types have emerged with the change in the 
touristy needs of the people [5]. 

3.1 Alternative Tourism 

Trends such as low-cost air transport, the spread of the internet, the opportunity to travel more frequently and the desire 
to travel to newer and unexplored destinations have led to major changes in the structure of the tourism industry and 
tourist destinations since the early 21st century [6]. Instead of mass tourism which expresses the sea-sand-sun trio, 
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individuals have turned to different alternatives and this change has resulted in the emergence of alternative tourism 
types. Alternative tourism is defined as all types of tourism that are created and presented in order to reduce the 
negative impacts of mass tourism on the environment and social structure on coastal lines and to meet the wishes and 
expectations of consumers who seek different from classical tourism [7]. 

Some more opinions have been put forward regarding the reasons for the emergence of alternative tourism. The main 
ones are the decrease in tourism potentials and deterioration of their characteristics, sustainable tourism understanding, 
the continuation of tourism throughout the year and development of this understanding, boredom from traditional 
tourism and getting different expectations, offering different activities to tourists. Other reasons for turning to 
alternative tourism are the decrease in profit sources in the tourism sector and the require to expand the tourism market 
in order to increase profits, the deterioration of the natural balance due to the pollution of the environment and 
consequently the decrease in the characteristics of attracting tourists. Evaluation of rural areas is also one reason for the 
emergence of alternative tourism types [8].  

Alternative Tourism Types 

Due to the variety of alternative tourism, it was not possible to mention all alternative tourism types within the scope of 
this study. Only the alternative tourism types, thought to have priority on the rural development of the Ermenek district, 
which is the subject and scope of this research are explained. These are respectively Lake Tourism, Cultural Heritage 
Tourism, Gastronomic Tourism, Botanical Tourism, Cave Tourism, Sports Tourism, Congress Tourism, Health 
Tourism and Faith Tourism.  

Lake Tourism: Lake tourism, which is the main attraction against mass tourism based on sea, sand and sun in recent 
years [9], can be done individually or in groups and is a tourism alternative offering flora and fauna together with water 
environment. Lakes are environments where environmental activities such swimming, amateur fishing, water skiing, 
sailing, surfing and canoeing; as well as making picnics, camping, hunting, hiking, cycling, taking photos and watching 
landscapes gain intensity [10]. In addition, due to their relatively sparsely populated and quiet environment, lakes offer 
rural tourism and ecotourism opportunities for those who flee from the coast [11].  

Cultural Heritage Tourism: Cultural heritage tourism is defined as travelling to experience the places and activities 
that authentically represent the stories and people of the past and present [12] which include cultural, historic and 
natural attractions. Cultural Heritage is an appearance of the ways of living developed by a community and passed on 
from generation to generation, including places, customs, objects, practices and artistic expressions. Other than that, 
cultural heritage also expressed as either intangible or tangible cultural heritage. Cultural heritage can be distinguished 
into three types; built environment such as townscapes, buildings and archaeological remains; natural environment such 
as coasts, rural landscapes, agricultural heritage and shorelines; and artifacts such as pictures, objects,books and 
documents [13].  

Gastronomic Tourism: Gastronomic tourism,  refers generally to the genuineness of dishes and their native being to a 
place, a region or a country and includes visiting food producers, restaurants, food festivals and places related to some 
special foods together with tasting special dishes, observing their preparation and production processes, also sometimes 
from the hands of a famous chef [14]. As the local food culture offered in a touristic destination plays a rather important 
role in the travel of tourists, more and more people are motivated by gastronomic features. For this reason, food and 
beverage is not just only a complement anymore but has become one of the most important criteria in the selection 
process of the journey [15].  

Botanical Tourism: Botanical tourism is the name given to touristic activities that include travels carried out in order 
to examine endemic plants grown in natural environment. In addition, visits to botanical gardens and private areas 
designed for touristic purposes are called botanical tourism, too [16]. In general, the motivation of individuals 
participating in this tourism is the desire to see, recognize and discover plants in a particular region [17]. 

Cave Tourism: Caves are natural landscapes being found valuable and charming by tourists and are capable of 
withdrawing many people from several parts of the world. Cave tourism is becoming day by day more important to 
tourism development and as such tourists are motivated to visit caves for its innate natural landscape features [18], they 
are  interested more in visiting undiscovered and unspoiled natural caves. 

Sports Tourism: Sport tourism refers to the experience of travel to view or participate in sport-related activities. 
Usually, it is recognized that there are three types of sport tourism: Sports Event Tourism, Nostalgia Sport Tourism and 
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Active Sport Tourism. Sports event tourism covers hallmark events such as the World Cup soccer championships and 
the Olympic games [19]. Nostalgia sport tourism involves travelling to prominent sport-related attractions such visits to 
famous sport venues and diverse sporting halls like sports museums. And individuals who travel to take part in sporting 
events compass the active sport tourism category [20].  

Congress Tourism: Congress tourism is a specific form of tourism in which the primary incentive for travel is not a 
holiday but an attendance of individuals at events and conferences of different characters [21]. Congress  tourism  is  a  
combination  of  travel and  accommodation,  even  most importantly; organizational services are aimed for business 
tourists,  who are known as  the most demanding market  segment. Congressional efficiency is particular  and requires  
besides tourism lots  of living  labor  and personal responsibility. Though, congress  activity that is  more common than 
the classical tourism covers a much wider area. Although conferences or    meetings last  only  a  few  days,  
preparations  last  much longer [22]. 

Health Tourism: Health tourism consists of  planned journeys from one place of residence to another in order to regain 
health [23]. Therefore, special medical and herbal examinations such as exclusive diets, acupuncture, transvital 
injections, vitamin-complex intakes, arthritis and health care services with qualified doctors and nurses are included in 
the scope of health services [24]. Additionaly, in order to take advantage of the healing effect of open and clean air, 
health tourism is a treatment method applied at mountain stations and lake sides. Again, travelling to benefit from the 
healing effect; natural drinking water, climate, natural vegetables and fruits grown in certain regions and so on can also 
be considered as part of health tourism [25]. 

Faith Tourism: Faith tourism is defined as tourism activities for holy places and recognition of belief systems of 
different religions [26]. Faith tourism, which is one of the most common types of tourism and one of the pioneers of 
todays modern tourism understanding, is thought to be the beginning of travels that do not involve economic concern 
throughout history  [27]. It is also aimed to preserve, promote and contribute to the existing cultural values within the 
scope of faith tourism which is developing all over the world depending on changing tourist wishes and needs [4]. 

4. Ermenek; History, Geographical Location, Population and Economy 

There are many narrations on Ermenek and its name. The city, whose first name was ”Marassa” and later “Maraspolis,, 
was dominated by the Hittites in 1320 B.C. and the Ergs in 1180 B.C. Later, it passed into the hands of the Greeks in 
458 B.C. and Persians in 396 B.C. The borough, which was taken under the rule of the Romans in 103 B.C. [28], got its 
name “Germanicopolis” which means “Germanic City” from the Germanic commander Germanic's own name and the 
word “polis” meaning city in the Roman language [29].   The Ermenek region, which has been described as Cilicia in 
history, has the distinction of being one of the oldest centers where people live in the world. Many civilizations have 
lived in this region for centuries. The fact that Ermenek is preferred as a settlement area is the presence of caves and 
rich water resources in the vicinity. Caves being located mostly on hills or high mountain slopes provided the 
communities living there defense and protection [30]. Ermenek and its environs, which became an important center of 
Christianity during the Byzantine period, were captured by the Karamanoğulları Principality after the Crusaders. The 
district, which was completely included in the Ottoman Empire in the 15th century, is now a part of Karaman [31].  

Ermenek is located between 36 ° 58’ North latitude and 32 ° 53’ East longitude. The distance from the city center is 
160 km, the average height of the district is 1,250 m and the surface area is 1.222,9 km² [32]. Surrounded by Antalya in 
the west, Isparta-Burdur-Konya in the north, Seyhan and Ceyhan rivers in the east and the Mediterranean Sea in the 
South, Ermenek is one of the oldest settlements of the historical Cilicia region. Amongst historical cities such Alanya, 
Anamur, Gilindire, Silifke, Kızkalesi, Mut and Karaman;  Ermenek is a city with an eagle nest-like appearance on the 
slopes of Yumrutepe, established on the Ermenek River in the middle of the Taşeli Basin [33]. 

The population of Ermenek is 28,903. This population consists of 14,684 males and 14,219 females, this number 
corresponds to 50,80% males and 49,20% females in percentage [34]. The economy is based on agriculture, animal 
husbandry, mining and transportation sectors and has rich underground and surface resources. There are rich mineral 
deposits such as coal, iron, chrome, lead, etc., and also forests like pellet, pine, fir and cedar which have been operated 
for centuries for various purposes in a large area of 75.000 hectares in the region [35].  

5. Relationship Between Rural Development and Alternative Tourism 

Traditionally being centered on the exploitation of land-intensive natural resources such as forestry and agriculture [1], 
rural development  has undergone a renewal process since the beginning of the 90s. Therefore, people living in 
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countrysides have started to seek alternates to make up for the decline in their proceeds from traditional sources [36]. In 
this context, tourism is very important to many evolving economies, especially to whom, which have got touristic 
potential. In particular, alternative tourism  has  been  accepted  as  a  sectoral  vantage  in  reducing  poorness and  
useful development in developing and emerging economies [37]. So, many rural areas in the evolving process such as 
our research sample are benefitting from their alternative tourism potentials for higher income and rural development. 

6. Method 

In this study, the case study method which is one of the qualitative research methods was used. In order to bring out 
Ermenek’s major alternative tourism features and their effect on the regions economical and rural development, 
processes such as observation, examining academician opinions, articles, documents, books and written workshop 
reports were investigated. The collected data was evaluated and suggestions have been made. 

7. Findings 

7.1. Ermenek’s Prominent Alternative Tourism Types, Examples, Explanations and Proposals 

As a result of the observation and examining documents, articles, books and workshop reports; Ermenek's alternative 
tourism types, examples, explanations and possible contributions to the regions rural development are shown in the 
table below. 

Table 1: Ermenek’s Prominent Alternative Tourism Types, Examples, Explanations and Proposals 
Ermenek’s 
Prominent 
Alternative 
Tourism 
Types 

 
Samples 

 
Explanations and Proposals 

 
Lake 
Tourism 

 
ULakes: U Ermenek 
Turquoise Lake, Tekeçatı 
Lake 
 
UCanyons:U Balkusan 
Canyon, Kındam Canyon, 
Nadire Canyon 
 
URivers: U Mençek (Fariske) 
River, Küçüksu River, 
Tekeçatı River, Göksu 
River 

 
The abundance of natural springs makes Ermenek a water heaven. The rivers in the 
region mix within the lake as branches feeding the waters of Turquoise Lake and 
HEPP Dam and canyons in the Turquoise and Tekeçatı Lakes add richness to the 
region. 
 
- The installation of a ropeway system on the lake will facilitate the transportation 
between the lake activity area and the city. This will be a first in the region and will 
create a new product sort in terms of domestic and foreign tourism [38]. 
- A coastline, hiking trails and waterway transportation should be established on 
the shore of the Turquoise Lake. 
- Workshops and congresses on lake tourism and trainings for the development of 
water sports should be organized in Ermenek [38]. 
- Excursion tours with various vehicles on the lake, lake promenade areas and 
businesses should be increased. 
- Bridge type structures should be built in the canyons. 
 
Not only the existence of lakes but also rivers are a great advantage for Ermenek in 
terms of tourism. Increasing lake activities and various related studies will 
contribute to the development of lake tourism [38] and thus to the realization of 
regional development. 

 
Cultural 
Heritage 
Tourism 
 

 
UCastles: U Ermenek Castle, 
Mennan Castle, Firan 
Castle  
 
UAncient cities and 
settlements: U 
Germanikopolis, 
Domitiopolis, Neopolis, 
Lauzados, Eirenopolis, 
Philadelphia, Sbide, 
Lauzados, Zenonopolis, 
Titiopolis, Claudiopolis, 
Dalisandes, Lalasis, 
Balbasos, Gökçeseki 
Ruin, Göktepe and Uğurlu 

  
Beside the Ermenek region has a rich cultural heritage in terms of antique city and  
residential area, it contains many historical buildings. For this reason, there are 
many castles, tombs, churches, mosques and fountains outside the necropolises of 
ancient cities. The ancient findings in the city are actually the Germanikopolis 
ancient cemeteries covering the whole mountain where it rests. The tombs, which 
start at the foot of the mountain and are located under the old Ermenek houses, are 
either unopened or used as stables of the houses. It is thought that there is a 
continuation of the necropolis under the city extending downwards [39]. 
 
- Historical structures that have started to deteriorate due to natural factors and 
treasure hunters must be protected. 
- Historical and cultural structures can be turned into tourism products with good 
landscaping and restoration projects. 
- Transportation problems of the areas should be solved. 
- The restoration of the mansions and other architectural structures can enable these 
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Köristan 
 
UMansions:U The Susanlı 
Mansion, The Izgarlar 
Mansion, The Sönmezler 
Mansion  
 
UTombs and others: U 
Karamanoğlu Mehmet 
Bey Tomb, Karamanoğlu 
Bath, Tol Madrasah, Yedi 
Ülüklü Fountain,  
Aykadın Inn 

buildings to be used as boutique hotels, pensions and museums [40]. 
 
Buildings can be turned into a tourism product through a good tourism regulation 
such conservation, restoration and transformation. As the undiscovered structures 
arouse particularly curiosity, bringing these areas to tourism can become an 
alternative source of income for the region and can be effective in development. 

 
Gastronomic 
Tourism 

 
ULocal dishes:U  
“Batırma”, “Bulgurca”, 
“Tarhanabaşı”, “Sulu 
Diri”, “Öğmeç Çorbası”,  
“Mıkla”, “Ermenek 
Dolması”, “Lakişe”, “Deli 
Börek”, “Kaygana”,  
“Maş Böreği”, “Ekmek 
Kadayıfı” . 
 
UAward winning product:U 
Toros Halva (first quality 
prize) 
 
UAgricultural products:U 
grape, apple, cherry, 
walnut 
 

 
In the Ermenek region, meals are made with local ingredients grown naturally by 
native people and traditional methods that have not changed for centuries [39]. 
Furthermore, the Cilicia region including Ermenek, is the most important grape 
and wine production area of the ancient period due to its topographic structure and 
geography [41]. 
 
- The establishment of enterprises that will represent Ermenek-specific 
gastronomic elements should be encouraged and supported. 
- Themed houses should be opened as gastronomy museums. For example, the 
walnut house should be established and walnuts and all other products made with 
walnut should be sold [42]. 
- Ermenek dishes should be ensured with participation in competitions and the 
city’s potential of gastronomic tourism should be shown [42]. 
- Foreign chefs, journalists and bloggers should be encouraged to introduce 
Ermenek-specific gastronomic elements. 
- Gastronomic festivals that can be held in Ermenek should be revived with the 
Ermenek cuisine, which is almost forgotten. 
- Vinegar, grape molasses and wine production made of grapes grown in the region 
should be encouraged and the gastronomic tourism should be gained. 
- Ermenek Toros Halva, which does not contain sugar, is totally natural and 
completely local, should be promoted.  
 
Ermenek is a region that can be preferred by tourists with its gastronomic values as 
well as cultural features. In order to ensure both economic and social development 
of this rural district, Ermenek-specific foods, local concepts and preparation 
methods should be maintained,  these values should be preserved [43] and local 
products should be introduced. 

 
Botanical 
Tourism 

 
UPlants: UThere are about 
180 species of endemic 
plants, medicinal and 
aromatic plants are 
produced. 
 
UForests:U pellets, pine, fir, 
cedar 

 
The fact that the region is located at the intersection of different climatic zones has 
increased the richness of plants as well as its forests. Ermenek is an endemic plant 
paradise. Researches carried out in the Taşeli Region (Ermenek, Sarıveliler, 
Başyayla, Taşkent and its environs) to date reveal that this area is extremely rich 
with approximately 180 species in terms of endemic plants [44]. 
 
- Botanical gardens can be created. 
- Taking into account the flora and fauna, botanical gardens and hotels where 
tourists and scientists can take lessons can be established.  
- The forest diversity can provide natural habitats. 
- Botanical research congresses can be organized. 
 
Ermenek is a region that has significant development opportunities in terms of 
botanical tourism due to the presence of many endemic plants. Support can be 
provided to economic development by making the necessary applications. 
 

 
Cave 
Tourism 

 
UCaves: U Dikilitaş Cave, 
Maraspoli Cave, Ezvendi 
(Kayaönü) Cave, Couch 
Cave 

 
The Maraspoli Cave is home to one of the largest underground caves and 
underground rivers in the world. There are two entrances to the cave under the 
Ermenek Castle. It was identified by experts  that the length of the cave is 196 
meters and it is one of the three largest caves in the world [45]. 
 
- Environmental arrangements, maintenance and lighting of the caves, especially 
Maraspoli, should be done and security measures should be taken. 
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- That Maraspoli is one of the largest caves should be announced worldwide.  
- Access to the caves should be facilitated. 
 
Making the necessary applications to bring caves to tourism will be a first in terms 
of cave tourism in the region and will reveal a new product range. Announcing it to 
be among the three largest caves in the world will be a tool for rural development 
by arousing curiosity in many segments and attracting local and foreign tourists to 
the region. 

 
Sports 
Tourism 

 
UWater sports:U Turquoise 
Lake, Göksu Valley, 
Nadire Canyon 
 
USki Resort:U Yumrutepe 
Ski Resort 
 
UExtreme Sports:U Taurus 
Mountains and Highlands, 
Taşeli Plateau, Ermenek 
Basin, Zeyve and Kazancı 
trekking routes, 
Dalmaçalı and Cedar 
Forests 

 
Ermenek has a high potential especially for adventure lovers with different kinds of 
sport such as river sport, winter sport, hunting sport and diving. Nature walks, 
plateau tourism, mountaineering, cycling trips and safari accompanied by 
landscape; boat and sailing tours, rowing sports and fishing are some of the 
activities that can be done in the lake district [42]. In addition, the newly 
established Yumrutepe Ski Center is evaluated for winter tourism. Although this 
center does not seem to be a reason for preference in the short term due to its being 
very new and not being promoted, it is thought that there may be a destination for 
winter in the long term tourism when the infrastructure and superstructure are 
completed [46]. 
 
- Appropriate fishing places and boat trips should be organized in order to improve 
sport angling. 
- Equestrian trekking should be organized. 
- Special walking and cycling routes should be built and telephone service should 
be provided at certain intervals for security purposes. 
- Suitable areas and facilities that can serve for parachute and trekking should be 
established. 
- Camping caravan tourism can be improved. 
- Sailing races, archery races, mountain motor trips [47] and pig hunting must be 
organized through domestic and international clubs. 
 
Thanks to the richness of its geographical structure, Ermenek seems to be a region 
open to development in terms of sports tourism. When the necessary infrastructure 
and organization deficiencies are completed, it is estimated that the number of 
tourists attracted to the region by sports tourism will be a major factor in the 
economic development of Ermenek. In particular, tournaments to be held at regular 
intervals may be important for these factors. 

 
Congress 
Tourism 

 
UCongresses:U Ermenek 
Symposium (2018), 
Commemoration Panel 
for Ahmet Keleşoğlu 
(2017), History and 
Culture Workshop (2019), 
1st Ermenek Culture and 
Tourism Workshop 
(2016), Walnut 
Symposium (2019) 
 
UFestivals: U Cherry 
Festival, Snowdrop 
Festival, the traditional 
“Taşeli Kültür, Sanat ve 
Sıla” Festival, 
Karacaoğlan and Plateau 
Festivals, Turkish 
Language and 
commemoration of Yunus 
Emre Festival 

 
The common emphasis of many studies is that Ermenek is a rich district in terms of 
tourism resources. It is thought that a way to promote this potential can be 
achieved by hosting local and foreign tourists in the region through congress 
tourism [38].  
 
- Many local and foreign visitors can be attracted to Ermenek through congress 
tourism and promote the region.  
- In this city, which had been the capital of Karamanoğulları principality for about 
250 years [48], international festivals and various organizations can be held. 
 
Visitors of the congresses which will be held regularly and frequently will add 
vitality to the district and contribute to the economic development of the remote 
Ermenek region. 

 
Health 
Tourism 

 
UUseful places and 
products for health:U 
Taurus Mountains and 
Plateaus, Turquoise Lake, 
Couch Cave, Forests, 
organic vegetables and 

 
Natural beauties, clean air, water and virgin living areas in the district can be an 
attraction center especially for retired domestic and foreign tourists in terms of 
health tourism and gerontology [45]. There is also a cave called “Couch Cave”, 
which is said to be named so among the locals for its cough healing feature. 
 
- Elderly nursing and rest homes can be opened. 
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fruits, medicinal and 
aromatic plants 

- Cure centers and hospitals can be established for lung patients to benefit from 
clean highland air. 
- If its healing effect is proved by scientific research, the “Couch Cave” can be 
turned into an attraction center. 
- Thanks to its organic vegetables and fruits as well as medicinal and aromatic 
plants, Ermenek can be turned into a wellness center. 
 
The mentioned attractiveness of the region can keep patients and visitors who 
prefer healthy living for long periods in Ermenek. This, in turn, can also contribute 
to development with a constantly transferor and renewed population growth. 

 
Faith 
Tourism  
 

 
UMosques:U Sipas and Ulu 
Mosque, Yeni Mahalle 
Mosque, Yukarı Çağlar 
Mosque, Sipas Mosque, 
Meydan Mosque, Akça 
Mosque, Kirazlıyayla 
Mosque 
 
UChurches:U Gavuroğlu 
Church, Adras Dağı 
Church, Kuşakpınar 
Church, İnöğlesi Church 
and rock monastery, 
Kirseönü Church, 
Damlaçalı Church, Ala 
Church, Ak Monastery 

 
When we look back at the history of the region more than over 2000 years, we see 
that Christianity and later Islam have been experienced. In the middle of the 
Karstic Taurus Mountains, there are many rock churches as well as chambers 
indicating that there was a monastic life in the past  [30]. The mosques bearing 
typical architectural features of Ermenek, the first capital of the Karaman 
Principality, were the Ulu Mosque, Sipas Mosque and Meydan Mosque [48]. 
 
- The faith tourism potential in Ermenek should be evaluated. In this context; 
transportation, landscaping, promotion and marketing activities should be carried 
out. 
 
It is sometimes difficult to distinguish between faith tourism and cultural tourism. 
The fact that religious places from the past also possess the quality of cultural 
heritage of past civilizations leads to a combination of faith tourism and cultural 
tourism [49]. Therefore, it is possible to say that the elements of faith tourism in 
Ermenek are evaluated within the cultural tourism classification. Given this 
situation, it is foreseen that faith tourism in Ermenek will not have an impact as a 
means of rural development. 

 

 

  
Fig. 1: View of  Turquoise Lake from the “Couch Cave ”.          Fig. 2: The Ermenek Municipality and plateaus.  
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Fig. 3: Traditional Ermenek houses built on rocks           Fig. 4: The ancient city of  Sbide  

 
Fig. 5: The Karamanoğlu Tomb (https://gezimanya.com)           Fig. 6: The Nadire Canyon (31Thttps://steemit.com/tr 31T) 

   
Fig. 7: The local food “Batırma”(31Thttps://www.ercevvakfi.com/ 31T)     Fig. 8: The Maraspoli Cave (https://ermenekhaber.com/tr.) 
 
8. Conclusion and Recommendations 

The geography of Anatolia is a rich geography that has been home to many cultures and civilizations since ancient 
times. Ermenek, which is a transit point between the inner regions of Anatolia and the Mediterranean coasts due to its 
location, is an important part of this rich cultural geography. The district, which has a rich cultural heritage in terms of 
ancient city and residential area, also has various tourism opportunities. These facilities include lake tourism, cultural 
tourism, gastronomic tourism, botanical tourism, cave tourism, sports tourism, congress tourism, faith tourism and 
some more. Ermenek, a rural area that has difficulty in economic development due to its location at the summit of Sarp 
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Cilicia and therefore its distance to the surrounding provinces, difficulty in transportation and scarcity of business 
opportunities, stands out as a district open to development thanks to its alternative tourism potential. 

The Turquoise Lake, which is considered to be the most powerful alternative tourism product of Ermenek, will 
contribute to the economic development by performing various activities on and around the lake. In addition, 
environmental and transportation arrangements that should be made in the field of cultural tourism; and necessary 
arrangements, promotions and applications in the fields of gastronomy tourism, botanical tourism, cave tourism, sports 
tourism, congress tourism and health tourism will attract local and foreign tourists in the area. 

Among the alternative tourism types mentioned in the study, the only alternative that will not yield results as economic 
development tool is seen as faith tourism. The reason for this is that the potential values of Ermenek mosques and 
churches are evaluated within the scope of historical and cultural tourism today rather than being sacred places of visit. 
Apart from that, it is estimated that other alternative tourism products will contribute to economic development of the 
rural Ermenek region considering that the contributions of visitors coming to the region spread on a yearly basis and 
will yield results in the long term. 

Although it seems possible that Ermenek tourism can reach the desired level and support rural development through 
reviving the Turquoise Lake and historical/cultural richnesses, the development of other alternatives would be of 
interest to a wider audience. In this respect, beside the most important shortcoming which is the improvement of 
transportation roads and the increase of accommodation facilities, the investments on the mentioned alternative tourism 
types are also important. However, in addition to the tourism potential mentioned in the study for Ermenek, researches 
should be conducted, developed and targets should be set for the elements that will constitute other tourism branches. 
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